
PASSIONATE CHRISTIANS UNITE: BUILDING A ROYAL ARMY 

April 20-21,2018 at SLCC Jordan Campus 3491 W 9000 S, West Jordan, UT 84088 

Ann Washburn is a dynamic, inspiring speaker, a mentor, and a body language expert. Fea-

tured on TEDx talk on the effects of body language. With her detailed understanding of 
the messages people send through their body language, and to use nonverbal communications to 
go from messy to mastery in their lives. The techniques she shares are simple and down to earth, 
and her success comes because they work! 

For over four decades now, inspirational speaker, bestselling author, mentor, and motivational 

coach, Del Gerard has impacted the lives of thousands, helping them eliminate their fears 

and uncertainties, by removing the barriers, roadblocks, and obstacles, that stand in the way of 
their success, so they could live a life full of passion, power, and Godly purpose. 

Dr. Holly Fire Meade is a Board Certified Doctor of Natural Health, a Certified Natural 

Health Professional, an Iridologist, a certified Footzonoligist, a Tai Chi and Chi Gong Instructor, 
and a Certified Digestive Health Professional. Dr. Holly is the Owner of Paradigm Consultant 
Group LLC. She is a teacher of some of the most powerful human development and personal 
breakthrough information for changing paradigms and negative programming in the subcon-
scious mind. 
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Other Speakers Include 

Keynote Speakers  

This is a non-denominational Christian event 

Come connect with loving brothers and sisters in Christ, in a safe uplifting environment, while 
learning from powerful, passionate messengers, who will empower and fortify you body, mind, 
and soul, to become an immovable force for good. Receive tips, tools, and guidance from other 
like minded Christians, who have overcome dark times and challenges. 
  
We deserve the peace and security that comes from knowing that we are armed with the tools 
and habits to keep us strong and help us overcome  
when times are hard. 
  
We ARE the Lord’s army. 
Surround yourself with other “Christian Soldiers” 
fighting the good fight for heart and home.. 
  
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE! 

PassionateChristiansUnite.com 

Promo Code: Brett122 

Price: 147  $25 
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